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Abstract
Introduction: Urban floods were addressed as a separate disaster after the historical 2005 Mumbai floods. Urban flood peaks
are 2-8 times and volume 6 times when compared with rural floods. We are now handling multiple disasters simultaneously
due to the Covid-19 Pandemic. The river plains of north India are prone to floods in the monsoon season and geographical
location of Prayagraj doubles the damage because it faces wrath from two sides. Very few researches have been conducted
on urban floods and evidence needs to be generated from the field. Methodology: This qualitative research was planned
with an objective to identify the difficulties faced in operating an urban flood relief camp during superimposed burden of
COVID-19 Pandemic and to suggest remedial measures from the public health aspect. We conducted in-depth interviews of
nodal officers, health staff and beneficiaries of the identified camps. Informed consent was taken from participant after
explaining them about the research. Results: The findings from the interviews were categorized into 3phases of flood relief
i.e. before the floods, during floods and lastly post flood. The most crucial work before floods is to spread awareness about
do’s and don’ts in detail. Next was identification of the local people actually affected by flood. The space and facilities at few
centers was low for the population load. Urban flood management needs a major overhauling of public health infrastructure
to handle such disasters in future. Conclusion: The officials were working hard to make the homeless feel as if they are on a
picnic. The database of beneficiaries should be strengthened and should also include students and labourers, anyone who is
a flood victim and not only local flood victims.
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Introduction
settings.
India is highly vulnerable to floods, every year loss of
City of Prayagraj, Uttar Pradesh is well known for
infrastructure, public utilities, property and even lives due
organizing the Kumbh Mela, largest religious congregation
to floods. The damages shows an increasing trend in the
at Sangam. City is bordered on two sides by rivers Ganga
last 10 years due to various reasons including rapid
and Yamuna and third side by their confluence. The
urbanization. In-fact urban floods were addressed as a
floodplains of the two major rivers occupy large areas and
separate disaster by our National Disaster Response Force
thus make it prone for urban floods. This geography has
(NDRF) after historical 2005 Mumbai floods.(1,2). The
also restricted choices of urban expansion; forcing people
COVID-19 pandemic has forced us to handle more than
to settle is these low-lying flood prone areas as it’s close
one disaster simultaneously (3,4). The National expert
to city center and cheaper land rates. Almost every year
group working on disasters stressed on urgent need for
during monsoons people face the wrath and havoc of
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urban floods, but very few researches and literature are
available on urban floods. This research study has been
planned to understand the urban flood relief
management from public health lens to mitigate the
losses (5-10).

Results
Prayagraj has a humid subtropical climate with monsoons
from early July till September (12). As the rainy season sets
it, residents of low lying areas start their preparation to
mitigate flood at their level. As per the official report of
2021 Urban Floods, Prayagraj had 38 areas submerged
affecting around 3.20 lakhs citizens. It forced 3,500 people
to move to relief camps as their own homes were
inaccessible. During floods boats were only means for
transport and rescue operations.(13). We identified 3
camps for study catering maximum number of families,
namely Cantonment High School, Sadar (193 families),
Annie Besant School (143 families) and Krishna Guest
House (125 families).
The findings from interviews have been categorized in 3
phases of operation as given in Table 1
Phase-I: 5th August onwards: Water at alert level of
83.73 meter.
 Administration kept a vigil on rising level of both rivers
and communicated it to people, for moving to high
level areas or Relief Camp.
 Many low lying areas were already submerged even
before the rivers touched their danger mark.
 Schools and colleges were closed as many of them are
identified relief camps in plan
 Evacuation started by NDRF using motorized and local
boatmen (mallah) with boats.
 Jal-Police did night patrolling as many people had left
their belongings in upper floors of houses.
 Electricity was disconnected in submerged areas to
prevent accidents.
Phase II - 9th-15th August 2021. Danger mark (84.74m)
crossed on 9th August.
 Total 12 camps were functional with 1147 registered
families by 11th Aug. Covid help desk was set up and
had antigen testing facility for the symptomatic.
People were referred for RT-Pcr and vaccination to
hospitals.
 All beneficiaries were registered in camps using their
govt. ID of local address.
 Bedding arranged from tent houses on rent.
Generator for back up of electricity.
 Additional mobile toilet units were kept for people
not staying in camp, because many people were
staying on upper floors but the toilets were all
flooded.
 Breakfast, lunch and dinner was distributed free of
cost to all those registered at the camp.
 Parag diary provided milk to all camps at discounted
rate.
 Washrooms were marked for Females and temporary
changing rooms created where bathrooms were not
available in large numbers.
 NGO’s and other volunteers distributed biscuits,
cakes etc. to children

Aims & Objectives
1.

2.
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To identify the difficulties faced in operating an urban
flood relief camp during superimposed burden of
COVID-19 Pandemic.
To find out the lessons learnt in this activity and to
suggest remedial measures for the difficulties from
the public health aspect.

Material & Methods
This qualitative research was conducted through In-depth
Interviews (IDIs) with nodal person and the beneficiaries.
The District Disaster Cell was approached for permission
and support. The list of all relief centers of urban area
along with contact details of nodal officers and medical
teams was obtained. As there was wide variation in
number of families in different camps, three most
populous camps were selected having 193, 143 and 125
registered families. The nodal officers and medical team
members who had worked in these identified camps were
contacted to conduct In-depth interviews as per their
feasibility. Informed written consent was taken from each
participant after explaining them in detail about their role
and purpose of this study. Research teams also visited the
site of the camps to conduct IDI with beneficiaries, who
had stayed in the identified camps.
Ethical Issues: Ethical approval granted by IEC of MLN
Medical College, Prayagraj.
Study population: The nodal officers of relief camps,
medical team members and the people who stayed in the
identified camps.
Study Area: Flood relief camps established in urban areas
of Prayagraj.
Sample Size: A total of 29 IDI could be completed which
had 8 nodal officers, 6 health team members and 15
beneficiaries to ensure equal representativeness.
Sampling Technique: Purposive sapling technique was
used to include participants based on operational
feasibility and time constraints.
Data Collection Tools: The IDI was conducted using a
schedule and audio recorded. IDI has questions about the
process and difficulties, their experience and feedback.
The transcripts were generated and later transliterated
for making complete notes.
Inclusion Criterion: The nodal officers who have worked
as in charge of urban relief camps identified for entire
duration, or the workers of the health team and people
who stayed in identified camps.
Data Analysis: Data analysis was done using Narrative
analysis and disclosure analysis - a qualitative analytic
strategy (11).
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kitna hain ye sub kuch nahi bataya. To humlog apne
hisaab se manage kiye.

Medical teams were stationed in all camps and an
emergency mobile unit was on standby.
 Extensive use of social media was done to monitor the
activities occurring at camps
 Visit by public representatives, administrative officers
and local leaders was a big motivation for staff
 All private coaching were closed later to avoid rush
and confusion during food distribution at the camps
as large number of students preparing for
competitive exams stay in these areas.
Phase III – Beyond 15th August. Water started receding
fast below danger mark
 Advisory announcements given to people to clean
their houses and spray disinfectant to avoid spread of
infectious diseases before shifting there.
 Each family was handed a Flood Relief Kit, containing
5 liters cooking oil, 10kg rice, 10 kg atta, chana dal,
masala, puffed rice, salt, turmeric, potato & vegetables
etc. about 14 items. So that the family does not face
hardships in getting essential supply for cooking food for
initial few days.
 It also had 5 kg bleaching powder and a packet of 10
different medicines for common disorders.
 The cleaning and disinfection teams did a mammoth
task to prevent epidemic.
Few quotes from IDI of District Nodal & Nodal officer of
Camp:
“Sabse jyada mushkil camp shuru hone me aati hai, ek
baar start hone ke baad chezee khud vyavasthit hone
lagti hain”“Jo log camp me rehne aate hain unhe hume pehchan
karna hota hain ki wo yahi ke ho aur prabhavit bhi ho”
“Humne camps me dono time sabse achha khana jo
uplabdh ho saka wo khilaya, hum log khud bhi Covid ke
karan wahi khate thee”
“Sabse bada challenge in camps me logo ki sankhya thee,
mere camp me 700 log thee, ab aap samajhiye ki itne
logo ka Covid ke niyamo ke saath ek sath renha, khanapeena, sona, to aabaadi hi challenge hain”
Few quotes from IDI of people who stayed in camp:
“Sarkar ne bahut achha intezam kiya thaa, hum log to
beghar ho gaye thee, humara sab kuch pani me doob
gaya thaa, Covid ke karan hum kisi rishtedaar ke yahaan
bhi nahi ja sakte thee”
“Humlogo ko ghar se bahar nikalne ke liye sirf ek naav
lagi thi, wohi bar bar chakkar laga rahi thi, hum log mask
lagakar 3-4 ghante intezar karne ke baad yaha aaye, aur
pani lagataar badh raha thaa”
“Toilet ganda rehta thaa! Aur Covid ke darr se log chote
bachho ko idhar udhar baitha dete thee- jiske karan
sabko bahut dikkat hoti thee.”
Quotes from IDI of Medical teams:
“Hum logo ko Cmo office se phone aya tha ki kal se aapki
flood duty hai. Wahan se ek bag bharke saman de
diyagaya, baatne (distribute)ke liye. Kya saman hain,

Discussion
The extent of damage caused by urban floods depends on
the dominant factor causing it. Heavy rainfall in a short
period of time, indiscriminate encroachment of
waterways, inadequate capacity of drains and lack of
maintenance of the drainage infrastructure will all have
differential consequences. We need multi-pronged
approach to deal with them timely to mitigate loss.
The space available in relief camps is the most important
determinant for its effective functioning. The constructed
area and open area both should be available before
designating it as disaster relief shelter in District Action
Plan. As seen in our study one of the centers was a
marriage hall where rooms, open space and toilets were
much below required.
It had one large tent with beddings for everyone to sleep
and rest, thus compromising the cleanliness and safety in
times of Pandemic. Only 4 rooms and 3 toilets were
permanently constructed. Mobile toilets were being used
raising the issues of cleanliness and availability of water
and light in it. Limited space for parking of vehicles of
officials and NGOs visiting the camp as the Mobile toilets
were parked on the road side, making it inconvenient for
everyone. Few more difficulties have been identified and
remedial measures suggested in Table 2.
The plight of students who stay in these areas, preparing
for competitive exams was ignored. They were not
entertained in these camps as they didn’t have local ID
and were told to go back to their homes as all coaching
were closed. Most of the landlords here stay on first floor
and rent out ground floors. Students had to keep their
belongings to safer places and leave for their native
places. The future of our country should have been taken
care off in some way by administration.
All these low-lying areas are center of massive unplanned,
illegal and unapproved urbanization. It’s not a work of
fortnight. Ignorance from multiple responsible
stakeholders over the years has resulted into this situation
where construction has almost reached the actual river
bed. Now it has to sorted with a dual approach of
preventing further constructions and modifying or
removing those already constructed to clear the natural
waterways. Construction of dam-based ring road is
another opinion suggested by a nodal officer. These
solutions need to be considered for a permanent solution.
The medical teams were not given any training or
guidelines for urban flood management. They have not
maintained proper record, or report as everything was on
phone. The logistics provided had only OPD medicines, no
injectable medicines provided, no emergency drug or kit,
no medicine for hypertension or chronic disorders. Worst
of all was the relief kit containing antibiotic along with
pain killers and anti-diarrheal medicine. When the global
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agencies are crying to prevent microbial resistance such
pictures are sad to see. These findings were shared with
district health authorities for needful action.
The Global climate change has changed weather patterns
with increased episodes of high intensity rainfall occurring
in shorter periods of time.(14) The increased urban rainfall
is also attributed to urban heat island effect.(15). The
average annual rainfall for Prayagraj is around 980 mm
and this far exceeds 611 mm, the rainfall in London. Our
infrastructure is far behind the developed nations to
combat amount of rainfall. Our drainage systems were
designed for rainfall intensity of 12 – 20 mm day which is
insufficient today. Further, our systems often do not work
to the designed capacities because of very poor
maintenance. Rapid urban expansion has blocked the
natural land drainage channels, improper disposal of solid
waste, including domestic, commercial and industrial
waste and dumping of construction debris into the drains
also contribute to the disaster. Post-flood period of
infection, loss of livelihood and in extreme cases, loss of
life all are consequential loss to humankind.
Urban areas are centres of economic activities with vital
infrastructure which needs to be protected. Major cities in
India have witnessed loss of life and property, disruption
in transport, power and incidence of epidemics. These
may include direct contamination of homes and other
areas, contamination of drinking water sources with
either infectious or chemical material or disruption of
sewage systems. The damages caused by floods in
Mumbai 2005 and Chennai 2015 are unforgettable
examples and we need to build on contextual and specific
strategies based on these.(10,16-21)
The good lessons learnt by the team: Target of picnic: It
was instructed by authorities that those rendered
homeless should feel as if they have come for a Picnic and
enjoy this time rather than being upset. This is an example
of strong political will. Use of safety jackets while on boat
during evacuation was reported. The Covid protocol was
strictly followed.
Take home message and the way forward: Disaster
preparedness has to be strengthened in terms of list of
people and addressing their awareness and capacity to
mitigate future disasters. This study has shown the actual
difficulties faced and provided suggestions for the same.
The State Irrigation Department has, with the help of UP
Remote Sensing Application Centre (RSAC-UP), has
started using satellite data for mapping and flood hazard
zoning in flood prone eastern districts. So in future it will
be utilized for effective Disaster Management.
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inclination, therefore in normal times the documentations
shall be strengthened with the view of managing such
situations in the future.

Recommendation
In developing countries the urban flood management
needs to undergo a lot of metamorphosis and we need
more such researches from the public health experts to
formulate strategies for sustainable urban floods
management.

Relevance of the study
The incidence of urban flood disaster is increasing day by
day both in number and intensity of damage due to
various reasons including climate change. Even the
damage caused by them are increasing thereby an indepth understanding of such activity is crucial for
developing a sustainable, strategic public health approach
towards such disasters in future.
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Tables
TABLE 1 HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 3 PHASES OF URBAN FLOO D RELIEF
Phase I
Before Start of Camp
5th August onwards
Phase –II
Operation of Relief Camps
9th-15th August 2021
Danger mark (84.74m) crossed
Phase – III
After the Closure of camp
Beyond 15th August




Announcements by teams in prone areas for moving to safe place/camps.
Evacuation started by NDRF, SDRF & CD








Evacuation completed
Registration of people, Food distribution, Medical facility
Recreational facilities for children, NGOs involvement
Aerial Survey & Officials visit
Distribution of Flood relief Kits
Preparation to prevent Epidemic

TABLE 2 SUGGESTIONS FOR THE DIFFICULTIES IDENTIFIED IN URBAN FLOOD R ELIEF
The difficulties identified
No training conducted before duty this year
Registration of beneficiaries based on ID proof, difficult to
segregate. Students were not included
Low awareness among people, regarding do’s and don’ts in
flood and even for staying in such camps
Few people were not willing to move from camps when water
receded (facilities were better than their home)
Difficulty in going to workplace
Mallahs family living on their own boats for its safety, taking
all risks.

Suggested Remedies
Plan training by experts every year in July to train the new nodal
officers
A detailed list of residents of vulnerable areas could be prepared
beforehand.
Paramedical students, NGOs for community development should be
roped in to make people aware and empowered.
Resident welfare groups should be created in all flood prone areas to
ensure responsible behavior of citizens
This issue should be discussed with district authorities for relief
They were more concerned about their boat as it is their source of
living. Enhancement of security is needed to assure them before
they move to camp.
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